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'The Effective Change Manager' is designed for change management practitioners, employers, authors, academics and
anyone with an interest in this growing professional discipline of change management. This first edition The Change
Management Body of Knowledge (CMBoK) draws on the experience of more than six hundred change management
professionals in thirty countries. Starting with what change managers do - 'The Effective Change Manager' describes
what change managers must know in order to display those competencies effectively - and to deliver change
successfully. The Change Management Institute (CMI) is an independent professional organization that is uniquely
positioned to promote and advance the interests of Change Management. Since 2005, the CMI has been providing
opportunities for change management professionals to build knowledge and skills and network with other professionals.
"In today's new business environment, workers must begin to think of themselves as independent contractors, not
lifetime employees"
Change isn’t going anywhere. Learn how to manage it. We live in a wild world of volatility, unpredictability, chaos, and
ambiguity, with change seemingly as the only constant. Change can be difficult. It often induces resistance, panic, and
fatigue. And, as you may expect or have experienced first-hand, many organizations aren’t handling change all that well,
with many efforts resulting in failure. What you may not realize, however, is that some workplace change initiatives are
stunning successes, rolling out smoothly and more easily embraced. Why do some change initiatives fail while others
succeed? How can organizations and employees handle change better? In The Hard and Soft Sides of Change
Management, Kathryn Zukof offers practices and approaches to help you and your organization roll out, receive, and
manage change effectively. Namely, Zukof shows that you need to manage the process (or the “hard”) side and the
people (or the “soft”) side of change and find the sweet spot between the two. She demonstrates that when you integrate
both sides, you and your organization can make change less of a hit-or-miss affair. Successful change management
means deploying sound project management techniques that increase the odds of achieving the outcomes of your
change initiative. It also means helping employees understand the need and vision for change, so they feel less
threatened by it and become excited and energized by what’s ahead. To deliver best results, you need to: • Define the
change and how to get there—with project charters and plans. • Involve the right people in the right ways—from dedicated
change teams to affected stakeholders. • Build support, understanding, and awareness—with communication, training,
and resistance management plans. • Assess progress and adjust along the way—through action reviews and steps to
tackle thorny issues. Capturing the inherently messy nature of workplace change—from technology implementations,
mergers and acquisitions, and business transformations to office relocations and more—this book offers tangible insights
to help you and your organization tackle change challenges. Follow the book’s tools and practices to lessen the messy
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and objectionable parts of change and actively give your change initiatives the best chance for positive outcomes.
This work brings together knowledge from many parts of the world to provide theoretical and applied concepts,
methodologies, and techniques that help diffuse skills required to create intelligent enterprises of the 21st century for
gaining sustainable competitive advantage in a global environment.
Embracing Life's Most Difficult Moments
Adapting to Organizational Change
Tools for Managing Process and People
Intelligent Enterprises of the 21st Century
Managing Executive Transitions
From the most trusted voice on transition, this is a thoroughly updated and expanded edition of the
classic guide to dealing with the human side of organizational change. Directed at managers and
employees alike in today's business world where constant change is the norm and mergers, redundancy,
bankruptcy and restructuring have become common phenomena, this work addresses the fact that it is
people that have to embrace a new situation and carry out the corresponding changes. This is an expanded
and revised third edition with new introduction and afterword.
Today, virtually every organization faces massive change. Unfortunately, change is extraordinarily
difficult, and most attempts to initiate and sustain it fail. In It Starts with One, J. Stewart Black
and Hal B Gregersen identify the core problem: changing individuals and the “mental maps” inside their
heads must happen before you can change the organization. Just as actual maps guide people’s footsteps,
mental maps guide daily behavior. Successful strategic change for the organization is all about changing
individual mental maps and behaviors first, because they are the organization. To change organizations,
you must break through your own brain barrier—and help those around you do the same. One step at a time,
It Starts with One shows how to do that: how to create new destinations, and new, more inspiring
effective paths to sustainable change. Black and Gregersen systematically identify the brain barriers
that stand in your way: failure to see, failure to move, and failure to finish. Drawing on their
extensive experience consulting with world-class organizations, they offer integrated tools, strategies,
and solutions for overcoming each of these obstacles. This edition offers even more effective tools,
more guidance on leading change in globalizing environments, and more insight into changing your own
mental maps...liberating yourself to transform your entire organization. Overcoming the failure to see
Why organizations miss obvious market transformations—and what to do about it Breaking through the
failure to move Why people fail to change even when they see the need—and how to break through this
barrier Conquering the failure to finish Why change “stalls out” and how to maintain the momentum
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Anticipating change Why too often people let the need to change become a crisis before acting—to build
to a crisis before acting—and how to create the capability to anticipate change, move when needed, and
finish in the future without “being told” To Change the Organization, First Change the Individual. To
Change the Individual, Read This Book! Seventy percent of organizations that seek strategic change fail.
Organizations can’t change because individuals don’t change. Individuals don’t change because powerful
mental maps stand in their way. This book offers a powerful, start-to-finish strategy for helping people
redraw their mental maps—and unleash their power to deliver superior, sustained strategic change.
Thoroughly updated with new techniques, case studies, and examples, this book offers even more valuable
insights for today’s leaders and managers. Among the highlights: a detailed new discussion of how you
must change in order to lead change…new guidance on leading change in global environments…and more
integrated tools and solutions you can start using today!
William Bridges' lifelong work has been devoted to a deep understanding of transitions and to helping
others through them. When his own wife of thirty-five years died of cancer, however, he was thrown headfirst into the kind of painful and confusing abyss he had known before only in theory. An honest account
of being in transition, this uncommonly wise and moving book is a richly textured map of the personal,
professional, and emotional transformations that grow out of tragedy and crisis. Demonstrating how
disillusionment, sorrow, or confusion can blossom into a time of incredible creativity and contentment,
Bridges highlights the profound significance and value of endings in our lives.
Celebrating 40 years of the best-selling guide for coping with life's changes, named one of the 50 alltime best books in self-help and personal development -- with a new Discussion Guide for readers,
written by Susan Bridges and aimed at today's current people and organizations facing unprecedented
change First published in 1980, Transitions was the first book to explore the underlying and universal
pattern of transition. Named one of the fifty most important self-help books of all time, Transitions
remains the essential guide for coping with the inevitable changes in life. Transitions takes readers
step-by-step through the three perilous stages of any transition, explaining how each stage can be
understood and embraced. The book offers an elegant, simple, yet profoundly insightful roadmap to
navigate change and move into a hopeful future: Endings. Every transition begins with one. Too often we
misunderstand them, confuse them with finality -- that's it, all over, finished! Yet the way we think
about endings is key to how we can begin anew. The Neutral Zone. The second hurdle: a seemingly
unproductive time-out when we feel disconnected from people and things in the past, and emotionally
unconnected to the present. Actually, the neutral zone is a time of reorientation. How can we make the
most of it? The New Beginning. We come to beginnings only at the end, when we launch new activities. To
make a successful new beginning requires more than simply persevering. It requires an understanding of
the external signs and inner signals that point the way to the future.
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The Effective Change Manager
Leadership by Design
Women and Transition
How to Prosper in a Workplace Without Jobs
Handbook of Personal and Organizational Transformation
Love 'em Or Lose 'em

Managing Transitions, 25th anniversary editionMaking the Most of ChangeDa Capo Lifelong
Books
The majority of companies, their employees and their leaders navigate a space where
competitors appear overnight, customers demand innovations monthly, business plans rarely
last a full year and career ladders have been replaced by trampolines. This environment of
constant change will only accelerate in the future and traditional business leaders are ill
equipped to deal with it. Just as we took our cues from MBAs and the military in casting the
ideal CEO of the 20th century, we can look to design - in its broadest form - to model our
future leader, the DEO. These leaders possess characteristics, behaviors and mindsets that
allow them to excel in unpredictable, fast-moving and value-charged conditions. They are
catalysts for transformation and agents of change. A hybrid of strategic business executive
and creative problem-solver, the DEO is willing to take on anything as an object of design and
looks at ALL problems as design challenges. Readers will learn not only why this form of
leadership is essential to the success of modern organizations, but also what characteristics
are best suited to this role. Through intimate conversations with leading DEOs, we explore the
mindsets, communities, processes and practices common to creative business leaders. The
book lays out—graphically and through example—how DEOs run their companies and why this
approach makes sense now. We help readers identify these skills in themselves and their
colleagues, and we guide them in using these skills to build, revive or reinvent the next
generation of great companies and organization.
Celebrating 40 years of the best-selling guide for coping with life's changes, named one of the
50 all-time best books in self-help and personal development -- with a new Discussion Guide
for readers, written by Susan Bridges and aimed at today's current people and organizations
facing unprecedented change First published
in 1980, Transitions was the first book to
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explore the underlying and universal pattern of transition. Named one of the fifty most
important self-help books of all time, Transitions remains the essential guide for coping with
the inevitable changes in life. Transitions takes readers step-by-step through the three
perilous stages of any transition, explaining how each stage can be understood and
embraced. The book offers an elegant, simple, yet profoundly insightful roadmap to navigate
change and move into a hopeful future: -Endings. Every transition begins with one. Too often
we misunderstand them, confuse them with finality -- that's it, all over, finished! Yet the way
we think about endings is key to how we can begin anew.-The Neutral Zone. The second
hurdle: a seemingly unproductive time-out when we feel disconnected from people and things
in the past, and emotionally unconnected to the present. Actually, the neutral zone is a time
of reorientation. How can we make the most of it' -The New Beginning. We come to
beginnings only at the end, when we launch new activities. To make a successful new
beginning requires more than simply persevering. It requires an understanding of the
external signs and inner signals that point the way to the future.
The international bestseller—now with a new preface by author John Kotter. Millions
worldwide have read and embraced John Kotter’s ideas on change management and
leadership. From the ill-fated dot-com bubble to unprecedented M&A activity to scandal,
greed, and ultimately, recession—we’ve learned that widespread and difficult change is no
longer the exception. It’s the rule. Now with a new preface, this refreshed edition of the
global bestseller Leading Change is more relevant than ever. John Kotter’s now-legendary
eight-step process for managing change with positive results has become the foundation for
leaders and organizations across the globe. By outlining the process every organization must
go through to achieve its goals, and by identifying where and how even top performers derail
during the change process, Kotter provides a practical resource for leaders and managers
charged with making change initiatives work. Leading Change is widely recognized as his
seminal work and is an important precursor to his newer ideas on acceleration published in
Harvard Business Review. Needed more today than at any time in the past, this bestselling
business book serves as both visionary guide and practical toolkit on how to approach the
difficult yet crucial work of leading change in any type of organization. Reading this highly
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personal book is like spending a day with the world’s foremost expert on business leadership.
You’re sure to walk away inspired—and armed with the tools you need to inspire others.
Published by Harvard Business Review Press.
B State
Starts with One, It
Leading Change in the Congregation
Making Sense Of Life's Changes
The Character of Organizations
Jobshift
The business world is constantly transforming. When restructures, mergers, bankruptcies, and layoffs hit the workplace, employees and managers
naturally find the resulting situational shifts to be challenging. But the psychological transitions that accompany them are even more stressful.
Organizational transitions affect people; it is always people, rather than a company, who have to embrace a new situation and carry out the
corresponding change. As veteran business consultant William Bridges explains, transition is successful when employees have a purpose, a plan, and a
part to play. This indispensable guide is now updated to reflect the challenges of today's ever-changing, always-on, and globally connected workplaces.
Directed at managers on all rungs of the corporate ladder, this expanded edition of the classic bestseller provides practical, step-by-step strategies for
minimizing disruptions and navigating uncertain times.
The Essential Guide for Managing Leadership Turnovers A leadership transition can be a time of high vulnerability for a nonprofit organization. On
the other hand, an executive turnover offers unique opportunities for renewal and fresh thinking. Managing Executive Transitions shows how this state
of transition can give board and staff members a chance to put things back together in new and creative ways--to discard some old pieces and to bring
in fresh elements. Nonprofit boards and executive directors will find practical advice on how to manage leadership turnovers in ways that can heighten
mission impact while avoiding potential downsides. Author Tim Wolfred recommends a transformational process of three phases: Prepare, Pivot, and
Thrive. In the Prepare phase board members, staff, volunteers, and funders engage in an efficient process for updating the agency's strategic directions
and crafting a profile of the skills needed in the next executive. In the Pivot phase a search ensues, conducted by a board reinvigorated and excited
about the agency's future impact. In the Thrive phase the board engages the newly hired executive as a leadership partner and gives him or her clear
performance priorities derived from the strategic directions. Engaging case studies and hands-on tools such as planning agendas, timelines, sample
letters, and communication tips will smooth the transition to new executive leadership.
Describes the problems that can be caused by sudden, unexpected change tells how to plan and carry out an effective transition, and discusses the
importance of leadership
The best-selling guide for coping with changes in life and work, named one of the 50 all-time best books in self-help and personal development Whether
you choose it or it is thrust upon you, change brings both opportunities and turmoil. Since Transitions was first published, this supportive guide has
helped hundreds of thousands of readers cope with these issues by providing an elegantly simple yet profoundly insightful roadmap of the transition
process. With the understanding born of both personal and professional experience, William Bridges takes readers step by step through the three stages
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of any transition: The Ending, The Neutral Zone, and, eventually, The New Beginning. Bridges explains how each stage can be understood and
embraced, leading to meaningful and productive movement into a hopeful future. With a new introduction highlighting how the advice in the book
continues to apply and is perhaps even more relevant today, and a new chapter devoted to change in the workplace, Transitions will remain the
essential guide for coping with the one constant in life: change.
Spiritual and Organizational Tools for Leaders
Reinventing Work and Life
Making Sense of Life's Changes
Passion, Risk, and Adventure in the 25 Years After 50
A Winning Transition Plan for Your Ministry
Learn to Think Like the CEO of Your Own Career

“A transition will be one of the greatest tests of your leadership, but it will also
serve as one of the greatest rewards and testimonies of your legacy.” —Tom Mullins
Successfully handing off the leadership baton to the next leader is essential to give our
organization the best opportunity to thrive after our time of service. A smooth handoff
requires meticulous planning and forethought. Yet most leaders put off even thinking
about leadership transition until they are faced with a situation where they have no
choice but to make a change. The results of not planning ahead can be devastating for
both you and your beloved organization. Passing the Leadership Baton will help you manage
the emotional transition yourself while fully supporting the next leader. Creating a
seamless succession can be a challenge, but done successfully, it may very well be one of
the greatest rewards you’ll experience as a leader.
An organization's character shapes how decisions get made and new ideas are received. In
this book, William Bridges identifies 16 organizational character types using the
framework of MBTI personality types and shows how these influence an organization's
growth and development.
"[An] important new book . . .Mr. O'Toole puts soul and values squarely back into a vital
topic, leadership." --Tom Peters The New York Times Book Review "A deeply philosophical
and eminently practical study of leadership as change." --James MacGregor Burns Pulitzer
Prize and National Book Award winner, and author of Leadership Current management
philosophy advocates an outmoded Machiavellian approach to running organizations: Leaders
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are told in countless books that they can only accomplish their goals by being tough,
manipulative, dictatorial, or paternalistic as the situation requires. In Leading Change,
noted management theorist James O'Toole proposes a provocative new vision of leadership
in the business world--a vision of leadership rooted in moral values and a consistent
display of respect for all followers. As O'Toole brilliantly demonstrates, values-based
leadership is not only fair and just, it is also highly effective in today's complex
organizations. When leaders truly believe that their prime goal is the welfare of their
followers, they get results. The finest leaders--from political giants like Washington,
Jefferson, and Lincoln to contemporary CEOs like Max De Pree and James Houghton--have
always shared leadership with their followers. They create organizations that encourage
change and self-reevaluation; they foster an atmosphere of open-mindedness and fresh
thinking, in which assumptions can be challenged and goals reassessed. Grounded in the
ideas of moral philosophy, Leading Change powerfully transcends the standard how-to
management primer to define a challenging new approach to leadership. As O'Toole so
persuasively argues, growth and change are possible, indeed necessary, and they will be
effected by individuals who have the stature and the courage to lead morally. This
important book, at once thought-provoking and totally practical, is bound to take its
place as one of the landmark business volumes of our times. "Jim O'Toole has written the
essential work for organizations to survive and thrive in today's changing world. His
intellectually penetrating thinking shows us how the sometimes conflicting problems we
wrestle with--often in piecemeal fashion--fit together to form a complete picture, even
as the picture itself continues to change. His message is so critical to the very
existence of every organization that any leader who fails to heed his advice condemns his
or her company to mediocrity and/or early death. It's that basic." --Warren Bennis
Professor and founding chairman of the Leadership Institute at the University of Southern
California Author of An Invented Life and Why Leaders Can't Lead
The business world is a place of constant change, with stories of corporate mergers,
layoffs, bankruptcy, and restructuring hitting the news every day. Yet as veteran
consultant William Bridges maintains, the situational changes are not as difficult for
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companies to make as the psychological transitions. In the best-selling Managing
Transitions, Bridges provides a clear understanding of what change does to employees and
what employees in transition can do to an organization. Directed at managers and
employees in today's corporations, Bridges shows how to minimize the distress and
disruptions caused by change. Managing Transitions addresses the fact that it is people
who have to carry out the change. When the book was originally published a decade ago,
Bridges was the first to provide any real sense of the emotional impact of change and
what can be done to keep it from disrupting the entire organization. With new information
and commentary on layoffs, corporate suspicion, and the increasing tumult in the business
world, Managing Transitions remains the definitive guide to dealing with change.
Erfolgreich durch Übergänge und Veränderungen führen
Leading Change, With a New Preface by the Author
Managing Change and Transition
The Female Vision
Women's Real Power at Work
A New Roadmap for Bold Leadership, Brave Culture, and Breakthrough Results
Now in Currency paperback -- Sally Helgesen's classic study of female leaders and how their strategies represent a highly successful revision of male leadership
styles. Sixty thousand copies in print! In her bestselling 1990 book, Sally Helgesen discovered that men and women approach work in fundamentally different
ways. Many of these differences hold distinct advantages for women, who excel at running organizations that foster creativity, cooperation, and intuitive decisionmaking power, necessities for companies of the twenty-first century. Helgesen's findings reveal that organizations run by women do not take the form of the
traditional hierarchical pyranaid, but more closely resemble a web, where leaders reach out, not down, to form an interrelating matrix built around a central
purpose. The strategy of the web concentrates power at the center by drawing others closer and by creating communities where information sharing is essential.
She presents her findings through unique, closely detailed accounts of four successful women business leaders -- Frances Hesselbein of Girl Scouts USA, Barbara
Grogan of Western Industrial Contractors, Nancy Badore of Ford Motor Company's Executive Development Center, and Dorothy Brunson of Brunson
Communications. Helgesen observes their meetings, listens to their phone calls and conferences, and reads their correspondence. Her "diary studies" document
how women leaders make decisions, schedule their days, gather and disperse information, motivate others, delegate tasks, structure their companies, hire, and
fire. She chronicles how their experiences as women -- wives, mothers, friends, sisters, daughters -- contribute to their leadership style.
What is disappearing today is not just a certain number of jobs, or jobs in certain industries, or jobs in some parts of the UK - or even jobs in the West as a
whole. What is disappearing is the very thing itself: the job. In fact, many organizations are today well along the path towards being de-jobbed.
A classic work on organizational character - once again in the forefront of new ideas An organization's character shapes how decisions get made and new ideas
are received. In this book, William Bridges identifies 16 organizational character types using the framework of MBTI (Myers-Briggs) personality types and shows
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how these influence an organization's growth and development.
The Female Vision shows why: • What women see matters to organizations • What women notice is what organizations need now • What women value Will
Define Organizational Excellence in The Future Women often see the world from a different angle than men. But this fact has been overlooked in most
organizations. In this brilliant and strongly argued new book, Sally Helgesen and Julie Johnson demonstrate why “the female vision”—what women notice, what
they value, how they connect the dots—constitutes women's most powerful asset in the workplace. Drawing on multiple strands of research, including their own
Satisfaction Profile Assessment, they show what companies must do to engage, energize, and support talented women. And they show women how to nurture and
sustain their own greatest gifts.
Rational Management in a World of Mergers, Layoffs, Start-ups, Takeovers, Divestitures, Deregulation, and New Technologies
The Way Of Transition
Handling Resistance Pocketbook
Making The Most Of Change, 2nd Edition
The Argument For Values-Based Leadership
Rise of the DEO

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT. The bestselling guide to managing organisational change, with over
650,000 copies sold, is now revised and updated for today's rapidly changing workplace where
change is a constant. In a landscape of big mergers, global teams and evolving technology, it's
more important than ever for employees and managers to be adaptable to change. When
restructuring hits the workplace, the actual situational shifts are often not as hard to work
through as the psychological components that accompany them. Successful organisational change
takes place when employees have a clear purpose, a plan for, and a part to play in their
changing surroundings. For 25 years, Managing Transitions has been the go-to resource for
managers to navigate tumultuous times. Now, this essential book has been updated to address new
trends and challenges in today's work cultures, including generational differences, inclusivity,
cross-functional teams, remote and work-from-home colleagues, and more.
Transforming Business, Organizational Culture, and Self In business and life, there are often
moments when one simply can't seem to find a way forward. Searching in the past for solutions to
persistent problems results in frustration and confusion. Issues in corporate teamwork and
individual relationships can feel overwhelming and even insurmountable. There’s a lack of
control and a sense of being stuck. B State provides a clear roadmap from point A to point B to
rapidly achieve measurable, breakthrough results. It’s about a true transformation that removes
old mindsets and silos, while replacing inefficient behaviors with desired habits to quickly
create the highest performing culture for groundbreaking business outcomes. Equipped with over
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30 years of professional and academic expertise, author, speaker, and change agent Mark Samuel
helps companies (and the individuals that comprise them) achieve their B State, enabling them to
make the necessary changes they didn’t think were possible. His strategies for finding and
enacting solutions to complex challenges use real life examples to help readers embrace
accountability and envision their success in order to achieve the transformation they need. This
book focuses readers on where they want to go, and it helps them get there fast. ?Written for
business executives, managers, supervisors, and leaders at all levels, this is a book about how
to not just do business but also live life. It brings about the dynamic forward launch readers
are looking for, creating results that are both unprecedented and sustainable.
Harvard Business Essentials are comprehensive, solution-oriented paperbacks for business readers
of all levels of experience. Managing through change and crisis is difficult in any business
environment, let alone one as turbulent as managers face today. This timely guide offers
authoritative advice on how to recognize the need for organizational change, communicate the
vision, prepare for structural change such as M&A, and address emotional responses to
downsizing. With tools for managing stress levels and advice on gathering and sharing
information during a transition, Managing Change and Transition is an indispensable guide for
managers at any level of the organization.
In the twenty-first century, a developmental phase of life is emerging as significant and
distinct, capturing our interest, engaging our curiosity, and expanding our understanding of
human potential and development. Demographers talk about this new chapter in life as
characterized by people—between fifty and seventy-five—who are considered "neither young nor
old." In our "third chapters" we are beginning to redefine our views about the casualties and
opportunities of aging; we are challenging cultural definitions of strength, maturity, power,
and sexiness. This is a chapter in life when the traditional norms, rules, and rituals of our
careers seem less encompassing and restrictive; when many women and men seem to be embracing new
challenges and searching for greater meaning in life. In The Third Chapter, the renowned
sociologist Dr. Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot offers a strong counterpoint to the murky ambivalence
that shrouds our clear view of people in their third chapters. She challenges the still
prevailing and anachronistic images of aging by documenting and revealing the ways in which the
years between fifty and seventy-five may, in fact, be the most transformative and generative
time in our lives, tracing the ways in which wisdom, experience, and new learning inspire
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individual growth and cultural transformation. The women and men whose voices fill the pages of
The Third Chapter tell passionate and poignant stories of risk and vulnerability, failure and
resilience, challenge and mastery, experimentation and improvisation, and insight and new
learning.
Women's Ways of Leadership
Getting Good People to Stay: Easyread Large Bold Edition
The Third Chapter
Proven Paths for Leaders and Organizations
Surviving Corporate Transition
Managing Transitions
Many books have been written about leadership and change, but until now none has focused on the kind of change that tears at a community's very fabric.
Alban senior consultant Gil Rendle provides a respectful context for understanding change, especially the experiences and resistances that people feel.
Rendle pulls together theory, research, and his work with churches facing change to provide leaders with practical diagnostic models and tools. In a time
when change is the norm, this book helps to "lead change" in a spiritual and healthy way.
In a recent study, ninety percent of women stated that they 'expect to transition' within the next five years. Rather than be frustrated, Rosetti argues that with
thought and some elbow grease, transition is not only healthy but rewarding. Women and Transition is a step-by-step how-to guide that every woman can
learn from.
The Nonprofit Leadership Transition and Development Guide In this dynamic resource, Tom Adams (an expert in succession planning who has worked
with hundreds of organizations) shows how intentional leadership development and properly managed leadership transitions provide nonprofits with the
rare opportunity to change direction, maintain momentum, and strengthen their capacity. This accessible guidebook is filled with illustrative stories,
instructive lessons, best practices, and practical tools that can be used to ensure a successful nonprofit leadership transition. "It is terrific to have a book
which so effectively addresses the unique challenges and opportunities of leadership in the nonprofit sector, replete with sound advice and concrete
examples. Tom Adams brings a wealth of experience and savvy to the topic. Paid and volunteer leaders of nonprofits at all levels will benefit from reading
it."—Irv Katz, president and CEO, National Human Services Assembly "The guide is one of its kind in providing a realistic frame for the world of nonprofit
leaders. It is long overdue in the sector as a real tool for leaders. Maybe even more important, it helps nonprofit boards of directors and philanthropic
organizations to understand the connection between their investment in leadership and achieving organizational goals." —Diane Bell McKoy, CEO,
Associated Black Charities "Rich with instructive examples and advice, this book is grounded in the reality of nonprofits. It will be an extraordinarily useful
guide to nonprofit organizations of all types and sizes." —Ruth McCambridge, editor in chief, Nonprofit Quarterly "Make no mistake: attracting and
retaining top talent should be priority number one for the nonprofit sector. Adams's book offers practical advice for how to embed this priority into the
sector's DNA. All who care about nonprofit effectiveness would be well-served to give this book a close read."—Kathleen P. Enright, president and CEO,
Grantmakers for Effective Organizations
Resistance, with its unproductive cycle of challenge and conflict, frequently stifles new ideas and holds back change. The Handling Resistance Pocketbook
looks at the reasons why people resist, how you can identify the level of their resistance and, vitally, the tactics you can adopt to handle the resistance in a
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positive, respectful and productive way. To engage positively with resistance and manage it effectively you must first understand it. Author Dr Mike
Clayton's innovative onion model gives readers a clear and succinct insight into the different layers of resistance and for each layer he suggests practical
steps for tackling the issues. For the trainer there are tips on handling resistance to learning, for the salesperson there is advice on overcoming objections to
sales pitches and for the team leader there are strategies for implementing change and gaining acceptance of new ideas. From the author of the Management
Models Pocketbook.
Using Personality Type in Organization Development
The Hard and Soft Sides of Change Management
The Change Management Body of Knowledge
Passing the Leadership Baton
Managing Transitions (25th anniversary edition)
Managing Transitions, 25th anniversary edition
No matter where you are in your career, you've probably dealt with some form of organizational change.
Change can be a frightening prospect, and if you do not handle it correctly, it can lead to derailment.
To be a successful leader, you must learn to adapt to a wide variety of situations, opportunities, and
environments. This guidebook will show you how change affects you, your thoughts, and your emotions. It
will give you tools and strategies that will allow you to take action not just to survive change, but to
thrive in it.
Changing Individuals Changes Organizations
The Female Advantage
Creating You & Co
Leading Change
The Nonprofit Leadership Transition and Development Guide
Making the Most of Change
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